On the basis of the fact that the group SL(4,R) of relativistic linear deformation and rotation is isomorphic to S0(3,3), new transformation properties under the physical Lorentz transformation is assigned to the internal coordinate in the bilocal-type model, which is adopted as a simple relativistic example having internal movement. The new viewpoint leads to both integer and half-integer spin states and also to the first order wave equation, which contains a mass spectrum corresponding to infinite:dimensional representations of the inner Lorentz group.
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On the other hand several versions of bilocal model which belong to the conventional identification of inner Lorentz group and represent oscillator or rotator type internal motion are successively discussed in the Appendix. § 1 
. Introduction
The relativistic description of a model with internal movement must correspond to representations of the direct product group
(1)
where porb denotes the orbital Poincare group acting on the "center-of-mass" coordinates x!L alone, and cin is a non-compact group containing as subgroup the inner (homogeneous) Lorentz group Lin whose generators Sp,v are responsible for the spin.*) The physical Lorentz group L LcLorbxLin
Is generated by the angular momentum tensor (2) where PM is the translation operator satisfying [Xp,, Pv] =igMV· In particular Po represents the energy of the system and X 0 means the usual time.
The early Majorana model 4 J and the Yukawa bilocal model m its original version 5 ) can be regarded as the simplest examples conforming to the above general framework. For the former the inner group IS *) This general conception has been naturally formed in the course of investigation of various relativistic models with internal motion for a unified description of hadrons by the author. J) The same statement was made by Budini and Fronsdal 2 ) through more abstract analysis. See also references 3),3a).
Wave Equation with Jl.1ass and Spin :,pectrum
and the model realizes its infinite-dimensional unitary representation, with descending mass spectrum m=K/(J-t~). This model is regarded as built on a twocomponent real internal coordinate q~(a= 1, 2).
)
On the other hand the bilocal model has a real 4-vector x{J. as internal coordinate, but in the original Yukawa version, because of the restrictions (x{J.x{J.-r 2 )~==0, (r=const), and PfJ.xv-~=0, the system contains again two internal degrees of freedom alone. Here the inner group is G 1 n=0(3, 1) and the mass is completely degenerate. (cf. Appendix II-( vii)).
In each of the above models the existing t\vo internal degrees of freedom are just responsible for the spin quantum numbers J and Ja. Starting with a larger group for G 1 n and its representations realized on a larger set of internal variables, one can accommodate various other quantm:n numbers.*) Such simple examples are the bilocal model without subsidiary condition discussed after Yukawa 7 ) and the spinor model intr9duced by the author.s),!l),G) Each of them has four internal degrees. The internal group G 1 n is either· U(3, 1) or GL(4, R) for the former, and G 10 =U(2,2)::::::;:;;U(l)X0(4,2) for the latter. The purpose of this paper is to present a new point of view for treating relativistic deformation-rotation within the above general conception, in taking a bilocal-type model without subsidiary condition as a simple example.. The new method rests on. the. natural possibility of taking SL(4, R)=0(3, 3) as the inner group Gin, which contains as subgroup unconventiorl.al inner Lorentz group to be identified as Lin. This has the advantage that it leads to integer and halfinteger spin states associated with first-order wave equation. This is a rather strik1'ng result since so far a first-order relath)istic wave equation containing halfinteger spin has been attained within our conception ( 1) only by the model with spinorial coordinates 8 ) ,(}) (or the equivalent infinite-component wave function 10 )) or by adjoining the Dirac r-matrices corresponding to a finite-dimensional non-unitary representations of Lin.s).
3 ) § 2. General outliue ·of hil<tcal model
In this section we briefly describe some general properties of the bilocal theory to establish notations and to supply the common basis for the theory in the next section and for those in Appendix IL Since the bilocal model has real 4--vector internal coordinate x{J., the inner group Gin, is taken to be either U(3, 1) or GL( 4, R). Both of them are 16-parmneter groups but are different. To see this explicitly we denote the canonical-*) The next simplest examples are the model with three internal degrees. This is realized by a bilocal model associated with a single subsidiary condition, which may be x/J.xjJ. = r satisfies the U(3, 1) algebra:
(4) (5) (6) and realizes its symmetric representations, each of which 1s labeled by the eigenvalue of the U(3, 1) invariant
alone.***) On the other hand the set of
represents the operator of linear deformation-rotation and they are generators of GL(4, R) :
*) Here we are setting the scale factor of length as lo = 1. **) The indices #. v, ···run over 1,2,3,0; Xo is the relative time coordiante. Our metric is Uttv=diag From the original standpoint of the usual bilocal theory, xM must transform under physical homogeneous Lorentz transformation in exactly the same way as XM, so that (19) is required. However, if we take into account that the internal coordinates xM are not directly observable ones,*) the identification (19) is not the unique possibility for the structure. We start from the inner group ocal modeL Clearly, this new possibility is due to the fact that the model conltains the relative-time degree*) (connected to relativity) to carry GL(4, R). We shall see that the new scheme leads to integer as well as half-integer spin states and also to the first order wave equation.
First we decompose
11
) the generators B~ of GL(4, R) into Sp.v of Eq. (11), the operator of pure dilatation
which 1s G L ( 4, R) invariant, and the deformation operator in addition to (12) . Equation (23) is also written as It is now important to note the isomorphism 13 ) S£(4, R)=S0(3, 3).
We can therefore recombine sJ.Lv and r f.J.V into the fifteen generators of 0(3, 3)
which is now our group Gin. They are given by
where r~j = r~i is defined by
Indeed Sf are generators of the maximum compact subgroup o+(3) X o~(3)= SU+(2) x SU-(2)=0(4) of the 0(3, 3) group, while Ru represent noncompact generators of 0(3, 3). They satisfy the following commutation relations of 0(3, 3) (see also 
t).
We note that Eq.(31) is written conversely as
'.Evidently 0(3, 3) contains 0(3, 1) subgroups other than Os(3, 1), and we adopt for Lin (38)
This means that we redefine the physical Lorentz generators by
Note that s; combines rotation and "space-time deformation" while S~k combines boost and spatial deformation. We see from (33) and (34) 
and also that St is invariant under Lin.*) Under the physical Lorentz transformation generated by (39), the internal coordinates xjJ. transforn1 according to the following unconventional linear transformation. First under space rotation,
so that x. and Xo are mixed. Under a boost,
Now St consists of two independent terms s,,/2 and ro"' each of which has the eigenvalue spectrum 0, +~,+1, ···, so that St also takes the same spectrum: (34) we also see that V,. of ( 40) satisfies (46) whence S~v and V>-:::::S~5 form together the algebra of an 0(3, 2) subgroup of 0(3, 3), and accordingly we can assume the first order wave equation ( 40) :
Thus our wave equation ( 47) Here we consider space inversion, under which X,.~-X,, Xo~ Xo. With respect to inversion we have to assign new transformation properties to our internal variables so as to be consistent with their unconventional Lorentz transformation properties given above. We consider the following peculiar reciprocity transformation:
whence a;_,..-ia;, ao~iao. This is essentially the product of the normal internal reciprocity 11 ) x/J.~pJ.I., pJ.I.~-xJ.I. and the conventional space inversion. Clearly this is a canonical transformation leaving the commutation relation (3) invariant.*) It is easily seen that with ( 49) the U(3, 1) and GL( 4, R) quantities transform as In this representation each V>-is an infmite-dimensional hermitian matrix, to be read off explicitly from . .,
The Lagrangian density is written as
where n stands for n1, ri2, ns, no. Thus the infinite-dimensional representation is in fact "pseudo-unitary". Still it is the advantage of the first order wave equation that the electromagnetic interaction is simply given by the coupling of A'"'(X) to j/.t(X) of (51).
If we consider in the rest frame, the wave equation ( 47) has the symmetry 0(3, 1)", which is another Lorentz subgroup (of Gin) generated by s~: with (52) Then the complete set of internal quantum numbers IS given by those of the maximum compact subgroup 0+(3) X 0-(3): (53) in which the latter two represent the spin quantum numbers (magnitude and third component of spin). The mass spectrum is given by (54) where S i runs as
s:s:, Si, S;S;, S-;,

Si=-t, -t+l,···,t with
St St =t(t+ 1),
Thus in general the wave equation ( 47) gives the mass spectrum v= 1, 2, 3, ....
The appearance of double sign corresponds to particle-antiparticles. 
which is still invariant under our Lorentz transformation (39) and space inversion (49). The rest-symmetry is reduced from 0(3, 1)" to its rotation subgroup 0(3),... generated by S;, and the mass formula is altered to m
The purpose of this paper was rather to present a new viewpoint for treating the bilocal-type model and more generally a relativistic deformable model. Indeed the essential point in the present scheme is based on the existence of the linear group SL(4, R)~0(3, 3) of deformation-rotation, so that the method is readily adapted, e.g. to a multi-local model which has multiple relative vectors x; corresponding to a full 3-dimensional structure 11 ),l4),t 5 )
(cf. Appendix IV). Naturally for this case the mass formula is different from (55), since the constant & in the wave equation ( 47) is to be replaced there by an operator representing mutual movement among the relative vectors r;. This will lead to a more realistic model for a unified description of hadrons. This point will be treated subsequently.
Appendix
I. Unified expression of 0(3, 3) algebra
The 0(3, 3) generators of (30) (1, 1, 1, -1, -1, -1 ).
II. Bilocal wave equations based on the inner Lorentz group Os(3, 1)
Various bilocal wave equations with the conventional inner Lorentz group (19) have been treated in the literature. 16 ) In the following, however, we shall consider some wave equations belonging to this usual category successively and quickly, since our argument and the wave equations themselves are not necessarily the same as those given by other authors and will be helpful to the clari-fication of the problem, It is intuitively expected that a simple wave equation based on the bilocal model will lead to a mass spectrum of a harmonic oscillator consistent with relativity, but in fact this is not realized with a simple wave equation alone, due to the general circumstance that a unitary irreducible representation of the homogeneous Lorentz group corresponds to a descending mass spectrum.17) This fact is not surprizing because a unitary irreducible representaion corresponds to the case where internal movement is contained just kinematically. To admit a "dynamical" internal movement we should need reducible representations and then we can obtain physically reasonable mass spectrum.
We consider several models in succession.*) (i) The wave equation for the 2-point system bound by "relativistic Hooke ·potential" is transformed into the form 11 ) This is a simple wave equation of oscillator type and has the full non-compact U(3, 1) symmetry whence it gives infinitely degenerate mass spectrum. Also (A. 1) admits solutions with space-like P/J.. This is expected from the fact that it is derived from an action-at-a-distance Hooke potential working inside the particle.
(ii) If we require to obtain the covariant transcription of the nonrelativistic model, we should set the subsidiary condition 
The internal symmetry is thus reduced from U(3, 1) to Up(3) generated by 18 ) K:, = O~O~Kpa. The mass spectrum is given by the formula**> One can associate the subsidiary condition Otherwise the equation allows continuous spectrum.
In the present case one can consistently impose the subsidiary condition, either (A·28) meaning space-like x~<, or (A· 21), i.e. La=-(JJ/2) + 1, and then the model has only three internal degrees of freedom. If in particular JC=O (whence m= +Ko), one can impose (A· 2), in addition to (A· 28), and time-like PIL is confirmed. This is just the original bilocal model of Yukawa,s). *) and has only two internal degrees of freedom.
(viii) Another wave equation of the rotator type is the fourth-order one: 23 ) *) The similar set of equations was ·considered by Wigner 22 ) from a different physical viewpoint. (See reference 3) .) Then the relative vector is restricted on its light cone and the system has again three internal degrees of freedom. This case is still regarded as a particular rotatortype model, which has some analogy to the spinor model.
)
The largest inner group consistent with (A·31) is the internal conformal group**) C, which is isomorphic to 0( 4,2) : C=0(4, 2)'=SU(2, 2Y::J0s(3, 1).
The generators of C consist of, besides s(J.v, the coordinate vector Xp., the dilatation operator A'= A-i = x~~-p~~--3i, and the generator of non-linear transformations
III. Trick to obtain U(3, I) algebra by 3-dimensional oscillator variables
The bilocal model carries the U(3, 1) algebra by K~~-v=a!av. We can suppress one degree of freedom by introducing the U(3, 1) invariant condition (A· 21). This condition is fulfilled by writing (we are now assuming .v~O),
a6'= (N+.v)112e-iw, ao=e;w(N+.v)112, with
N=a'ta,,
*) The realization of (A·29) which allows half-integer spin states is given in reference 23). **) This is physically quite diffe~ent from the usual conformal group.
. where, however, N and w do not commute but obey 24 ) [ 
with complete elimination of ao and at. Indeed one can check that (A· 33) preserve the reality property and commutation relations (6) is represented equivalently as '1/r(X, x,y) with two relative coordinate vectors, x{J. and Y{J.· In this case one has two sets of vibrational modes and a full 3-dimensional rotation. 25 ) The model is of interest also from its analogy to the quark (or Sakata) model. We only want to note here that this model is a natural one to carry the inner group Gin=GL(4, C).
This 1s clear because the internal coordinates are regarded as a complex vector z11-= V \~-(x11-+iy{J.),
and its linear transformation is exactly (A· 34 The for-
which satisfy (9) . From. these B~ components one can derive 0(3, 3) algebra as before. On the other hand the group of linear transform<:;.tions which leave (A·39)
IS clearly a U(3, 1) group
26
) and is shown to be gererated by (A·40)
In fact from (A· 37) we get 
